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Influence of free water on the quasi-static and dynamic strength of concrete in
confined compression tests

P. Forquin a,⁎, K. Safa b, G. Gary b

a Laboratoire de Physique et de Mécanique des matériaux, Université de Metz, 57045 Metz, France
b Laboratoire de Mécanique des Solides, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau, France

The behaviour of concrete under high pressure and dynamic loadings is experimentally investigated in the present paper. The specimen is confined in a

cylindrical elastic steel ring that insures a quasi-uniaxial strain state of loading. It is subjected to static and dynamic (with strain rates in the range from 1e−6/s

to

 

200/s)

 

axial

 

compressive

 

loadings.

 

Transverse

 

gauges

 

glued

 

on

 

the

 

lateral

 

surface

 

of

 

the

 

ring

 

allow

 

for

 

the

 

measurement

 

of

 

the

 

confining

 

pressure

 

so

 

that

 

the

 

volumetric

 

and

 

the

 

deviatoric

 

response

 

of

 

the

 

specimen

 

can

 

be

 

computed.

 

At

 

high

 

or

 

intermediate

 

strain

 

rates,

 

water

 

saturated

 

and

 

dried

 

specimens

 

show

 

strongly

 

different

 

results:

 

i.e.

 

a

 

continuous

 

increase

 

of

 

strength

 

with

 

pressure

 

in

 

dried

 

specimens

 

and

 

a

 

quasi

 

nil

 

strength

 

enhancement

 

in

 

water-saturated

 

specimens.

 

This

 

difference

 

is

 

not

 

observed

 

with

 

quasi-static

 

loadings.

 

As

 

explained

 

through

 

a

 

basic

 

poromechanics

 

analysis,

 

this

 

dissimilarity

 

is

 

mainly

 

attributed

 

to

 

an

 

increase

 

of

 

pore

 

pressure

 

inside

 

the

 

saturated

 

concrete

 

during

 

fast

 

(quasi-static

 

or

 

dynamic)

 

experiments.

1. Introduction

The deviatoric strength (the deviatoric stress being defined as the

difference between themaximal andminimal principle stresses) and the

compaction law of concrete under hydrostatic pressure up to one

thousandofMPawith strain rates of several hundreds per secondneed to

be investigated for bothmilitary and civil applications. These applications

are connected with the safety of buildings or structures (power plants,

head-quarters, tanks of dangerous materials, dams…) regarding acci-

dental or intentional extreme loadings such as ballistic impact, blasting,

rock fall, plane crash or also earthquake. Various environmental

conditions can be found, in particular, regarding the presence of water.

Quasi-static and dynamic compressive behaviour of dry or wet

concretes has been already investigated for almost one century by

means of uniaxial compression tests, triaxial compression tests and

more recently by means of quasi-oedometric compression tests.

Several results are listed below.

1.1. Influence of free water on the compressive strength of concretes

(triaxial tests)

In the triaxial compression tests, a purely hydrostatic pressure isfirst

applied to a cylindrical specimen by a fluid. Afterwards, an axial

compression is added. The influence of both axial strain and confining

pressure on the deviatoric stress, taken as the axial stress minus the

lateral pressure applied by the fluid, is then observed. The tests have

shown the ductility of concretes under strong confinement and the

increase of the strength with pressure [3,20,22,24,25,34]. Recently,

triaxial tests with confining pressures as high as 500 MPa have been

performed on “real” concrete, where the average aggregates size is

about 8 mm [27,33]. An increase of the strength with the mean normal

stress has been observed as it was the case for microconcrete [6].

However, no information about the influence of the free water content

was mentioned. A more recent study [12] has been done on dried

cylindrical concrete specimens of 7 cm in diameter and 14 cm in length.

Triaxial, proportional, and oedometric paths were used to explore the

behaviour of thematerial, with confining pressures up to 0.85 GPa and a

maximum axial stress of 1.6 GPa. The tests revealed an increase of the

compaction processwith the level of the deviatoric stress attributed to a

granular rearrangement inside the matrix under the shear stress.

Tests at different levels of saturation under triaxial loadings with

confining pressures up to 650 MPa revealed the importance of the free

water content, where the saturated samples exhibited a perfectly

plastic behaviour regardless to the confining pressure [31]. Dried

specimens showed a continuously increasing strength with the raise

of the confining pressure, while specimens with different saturation

ratios showed behaviours between the saturated and dried ones.

1.2. Static and dynamic quasi-oedometric compression tests

Considering an impact on a concrete structure, three effects are

generally reported [35]. The first one is a scabbing on the front face. It

is made of conical cracks due to unconfined compression in the
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direction orthogonal to the projectile trajectory [9]. It is followed in

the core (second effect) by a confinement zone mainly generated by

the inertia of the surrounding material. Finally, (third effect) tensile

loading occurs on the opposite face of the target producing, for

instance, spalling in the case of slabs [21]. The dynamic uniaxial

deformation test is representative of the state of stresses inside the

confined zone, although describing a particular loading path. During a

Quasi-Oedometric Compression (QOC) test, a cylindrical specimen

tightly enclosed in a confinement vessel is axially compressed. As it

tends to expand, both radial and axial stresses increase in the

specimen. The test provides a reading of the strength of thematerial at

different levels of the pressure.

Several experimental devices for quasi-oedometric compression

were proposed by Bažant et al. [2], Burlion [4,5] and Gatuingt [15].

Burlion [5], for instance, developed an instrumented elastic steel

vessel. Gatuingt [15] performed dynamic tests with cells made of steel

or brass. Forquin et al. [8,10] proposed an analysis of the experimental

data taking account of the shortening of specimen and of a possible

plastic deformation of the confining cell. More recently, dynamic QOC

tests performed with a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar device were

analysed applying the previous methodology [11]. The accuracy of the

method and the influence of friction were specially discussed.

However, the influence of strain rate and free water has not been

clearly demonstrated yet.

In the present study, a SHPB (Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar) device

is used for the dynamic loading (in the range of strain rates from 80 to

200/s). Static tests are carried out by means of a hydraulic press. Data

processing considers the shortening and the axial displacement of the

specimen relatively to the confining ring. The steel ring allows for

exploring the behaviour of concrete under levels of lateral pressure up

to 800 MPa.

2. General description of quasi-oedometric compression tests and

methodology used to process experimental data

An accurate description of the SHPB device used for the dynamic

quasi-oedometric compression tests and of the processing technique

has already been reported in [11]. In the present work, several

modifications and improvements were introduced concerning the

experimental procedure and the processing of data. All the details are

listed below.

2.1. Concrete specimens

Cylindrical specimens of microconcrete called “MB50” were

machined in large blocks (15×25×72 cm3) 40 days after the mix

was poured into watertight plywood moulds. Specimens have a

diameter varying from28.8 to 28.9 mmand are 40 mm long. Specimen

then easily fits between the bars of the SHPB device (80 mm in

diameter). The length to diameter ratio of specimens (∼4/3) is the

result of a compromise. On the one hand, under dynamic loading,

shorter specimen is required to insure a better homogeneity of

mechanical fields within the specimen. On the other hand, in regard to

the size of the granulates, the size of the specimen must be

representative of the material. The composition of the “MB50”

concrete is given in Table 1. The distribution of aggregates and the

aggregates to cement ratio (4.46) has been designed to make it

representative of a standard concrete butwith a smaller grain size: the

mean grain size is about 2 mm and the maximum grain size does not

exceed 5 mm that makes this “microconcrete” very attractive to

perform experiments with relatively small specimens that are

convenient for conventional hydraulic machines or for SHPB (Split

Hopkinson Pressure Bar) loading devices. This is the reason why this

concrete has been already studied in the past under tensile loading

[26,30]; triaxial loading [6] and dynamic quasi-oedometric compres-

sion tests [11,15]. Two sets of specimens are considered in this study:

dried and fully saturated ones. In order to avoid the dissolution of

“portlandite” in water, all the samples were stored in water saturated

with lime. Afterwards, “saturated” specimens were picked-up from

water, and directly inserted in the cell. The specimens of the second set

(“dried” specimens) were oven-dried at 102 °C. The loss of mass in

percentage regularly checked during the process indicated that,

throughout the 48 h oven-drying, a constant weight of the specimen

has been achieved.

2.2. Steel ring, strain gauges location and plugs

A ring of high-strength steel (elastic limit about 1800 MPa) was

used to perform the quasi-oedometric compression tests (Fig. 1). An

internal diameter of 29.3 mm was selected to reduce as much as

possible the gap between the specimen and the ring (about 0.2 mm).

The outer diameter and the length of the ring were optimised by a

series of numerical simulations: the outer diameter (60 mm) was

chosen small enough to permit for a good sensitivity of the strain

gauges placed on its outer surface and large enough to prevent any

plastic strain within the ring for an internal pressure applied up to

1000 MPa. The height of the ring (45 mm) is slightly larger than that

of the specimen to avoid its getting out of the ring during the test.

Six hoop strain gauges were glued onto the external surface of the

metallic ring (Fig. 1b) and the strain was recorded through a data

acquisition card (12 bits) with the time base set to 1 µs. As explained

later (see the part concerning the processing of data), the two gauges

located in the middle of the ring (named G1 and G2) are used to

deduce the radial stress level within the specimen. The four others

(G3 to G6) are located at a distance from themiddle equal to 3/4 of the

half-length of the ring. They are used to evaluate the barrelling of the

ring, by comparison with the two central gauges. They also indirectly

provide an evaluation of the difference in axial displacement between

the specimen and the ring.

The specimen is compressed by means of 2 cylindrical plugs

(Fig. 1a) of high-strength steel (its elastic limit, about 1800 MPa, is

higher than the maximal level of axial stress reaches during the tests).

The steel plugs have the same diameter than the concrete specimens

(28.8 mm) and are 40 mm long.

2.3. Mounting procedure

A special procedure was set to align the ring, the sample and the

two plugs. A device (Fig. 2) was especially designed to introduce the

concrete specimen within the ring. First, the concrete sample was

scotch taped to the upper plug. The concrete specimen was slowly

introduced within the ring that had been previously partially filled by

a bi-components epoxy resin named “Chrysor® C6120”. During this

stage, the interface product is slowly extruded so that the internal gap

between the specimen and the ring is totally filled by the Chrysor®.

2.4. Brief description of the SHPB system used for the dynamic tests

24 h later, the interface product is hardened and the set made of

the ring, the specimen and the two plugs can be safely handled. It is

inserted between the two bars of a SHPB (Split Hopkinson Pressure

Bar). The SHPB system used in this work and the correspondent

Table 1

Composition of the “MB50” microconcrete.

Sand (kg/m3) 1783

Cement (kg/m3) 400

Water (kg/m3) 200

Admixture (kg/m3) 12

Water/cement 0.5

Sand/cement 4.46

Max grain size (mm) 5
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processing method was previously detailed in [11]. The SHPB set-up

(striker, input bar and output bar) is made of steel (elastic limit

1200 MPa) with a diameter of 80 mm. The striker, the input bar and

the output bar are 2.2 m, 6 m and 4 m long, respectively. Since our

specimen is located between the two plugs, and not directly

sandwiched between the input and output bars, forces and velocities

have to be calculated at the faces of the specimen. Their calculation is

based on the analysis of the wave propagations in a bar with a non

constant acoustic impedance [1,13,14,23]. In the present (and simple)

case there is only one impedance change, between the bar and the

plug, both impedances being known. Knowing the basic waves, the

waves at specimen faces are computed, allowing (with the same

formulas as for the classical case) for the calculations of forces and

displacements. As a brittle material is tested (at least at the early

instants of the loading) it must be checked that the rising time of the

loading is large enough to avoid failure before the stress equilibrium is

attained. For this purpose, we use the so-called pulse-shaper

technique. A thin disk of lead is put on the impact end of the input

bar. As long as the lead is not totally flattened the maximum stress

induced by the striker is not reached.

2.5. Method used to process the experimental data

A method was proposed previously to process experimental data

of quasi-oedometric compression tests [8,10,11]. Its aim is to compute

the mean radial stress and strain levels within the specimen from the

records of strain gauges located on the outer surface of the cell. It also

takes account of the shortening of the specimen measured with the

SHPB. In order to avoid complications due to the plastification of the

cell [8,10], high-strength steel (elastic limit about 1800 MPa) was

used for the present ring to insure its purely elastic behaviour. This

assumption will be checked after the tests.

2.5.1. Numerical simulation of the cell alone subjected to a uniform

internal pressure

Numerical simulations were performed with the cell alone in

order to build relations between an internal pressure applied on its

inner surface and the hoop strains in the middle of the ring and at a

distance from the middle equal to 3/4 of the half-length of the ring.

The idea is similar to that used in [11]. The main improvement is that

the strains measured at the three axial positions are involved in the

processing; leading to a more precise evaluation of stresses and

strains in the specimen. Computations were performed with the

finite element computer code Abaqus Implicit [18], assuming a

purely elastic behaviour of the cell (Young modulus: 205 MPa,

Poisson ratio: 0.29). A uniform pressure of 1000 MPa is applied on a

variable height (h) (Fig. 3). This height is directly deduced from the

nominal axial strain of the specimen (εzz
S ) obtained from the

processing of SHPB data:

h = h
S
0 1 + ε̄

S
zz

� �

; ð1Þ

where h0
S is the initial length of the specimen. Moreover, several

simulations took account of a possible imperfect axial centring of the

specimen in the ring. This could be due to an initial imperfect

positioning or of the slip of the specimen inside the ring during the

test. The different studied cases are summarized in Table 2. Fig. 4

shows the fields of von Mises stress and of the hoop strain obtained

Fig. 1. Loading cell (a: left, b: right).

Fig. 2. Schematic of the device to set the specimen, the ring and the steel plugs. Fig. 3. Definition of the loading.
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for two values of (h) (40 mm and 34 mm) considering no defect of

symmetry (δz=0). In both cases, the maximum Mises stress reaches

about 2.2 GPa on the inner surface of the ring. According to these

calculations, a maximum internal pressure up to 820 MPa associated

with a maximum external hoop strain up to 0.25% do not induce any

plastic strain in the cell.

2.5.2. Radial stress and strain levels in the specimen deduced from strain

gauges G1 to G6

The results of numerical simulations are presented in Fig. 5. The

problembeing purely linear, hoop strains (εθθ
(z=0), εθθ

(z=+3H/8), εθθ
(z=−3H/8))

are given for an applied pressure of 1 GPa and are plotted as function

of (h) and (δz) (Fig. 5). Thesedataprovide empirical relations that are used

to process the test. On the one hand, the external hoop strain on the

symmetry plane (z=0) is slightly depending on (h) and (δz). Conse-

quently, the internal pressure is evaluated from this data (εθθ
(z=0)). On the

other hand, the difference between εθθ
(z=+3H/8) and εθθ

(z=−3H/8) increases

quasi-linearly with the defect of symmetry (δz). Thus, this parameter (δz)

may be evaluated from (εθθ
(z=+3H/8)

−εθθ
(z=−3H/8)) and (h):

δz = PzðhÞ ×
ε

z = 3H
8ð Þ

θθ −ε
z = −

3H
8ð Þ

θθ

ε
z = 3H

8ð Þ
θθ + ε

z = −
3H
8ð Þ

θθ

0

@

1

A

; ð2Þ

where Pz(h) is a polynomial function of degree 1 valid for the

considered cell. Similarly, a function is built to compute the internal

radial stress:

�
σ

ðintÞ
rr

ε
ðz = 0Þ
θθ

= PσðhÞ + QσðhÞ × ðδzÞ
2
; ð3Þ

where Pσ andQσ are polynomial functions of degree 2which coefficients

have been identified for the considered cell. As shown by Fig. 6, Eq. (3)

allowsfitting satisfactorily thenumerical data in the considered range of

(h) (36–40 mm) and (δz) (0–3 mm).The same kind of function is used

for the internal hoop strains:ε
ðint;z = 0Þ
θθ ; ε

int;z =
h0
2

� �

θθ ; ε
int;z =

h0
2

� �

θθ . Thus, it

is possible to compute an approximate form of the average inner hoop

strain (εr̅r
S ) along the specimen height (zinf≤z≤zsup) knowing the outer

hoop strains measured on the cell and the axial strain of the specimen:

ε̄
S
rr = F1 ε

ðint;z = 0Þ
θθ ; ε

int;z =
h0
2

� �

θθ ; ε
int;z = −

h0
2

� �

θθ ; ε̄
S
zz

� �

; ð4Þ

where the function F1 takes into account the barrelling deformation of

the cell.

2.5.3. Computation of the deviatoric strength and of the compaction law

from experimental data

The average radial strain of the specimen being known, the

average specimen areamay be also computed. The average axial stress

is then:

σ̄
S
ZZ =

Faxial
Ā0ð1 + ε̄SrrÞ

2
; ð5Þ

the value Faxial being deduced by the processing of SHPB data. The

radial stress being known, the average deviatoric stress is:

σ̄
S
deviatoric = jσ̄ S

zz− σ̄
S
rrj; ð6Þ

The average hydrostatic pressure and the volumetric strain are

given by the formulas:

P̄
S
hydrostatic = −

1

3
σ̄

S
zz + 2σ̄

S
rr

� �

; ð7Þ

ε̄
S
volumetric = ð1 + ε

S
zzÞð1 + ε

S
rrÞ

2
−1: ð8Þ

Knowing the axial stress and the internal pressure, the deviatoric

behaviour (i.e. the supposed evolution of the deviatoric stress versus

the hydrostatic pressure) and hydrostatic behaviour (variation of the

volumetric strain versus the hydrostatic pressure) can be calculated.

3. Dynamic quasi-oedometric compression tests

A series of dynamic quasi-oedometric compression tests was carried

out with MB50 concrete samples and with the confining cell described

above. The deviatoric behaviour and the hydrostatic behaviour were

computed. A comparison between the tests will allow for an evaluation

of the strain-rate effect and that of the content of water.

Two sets of MB50 concrete were used (dried and saturated

specimens). The specimens were subjected to the procedure

described in Section 2. First, wet and dry specimens were tested at

three different dynamic loading levels. The performed tests were

referenced to the measured velocity of the striker (velocity of about 6,

8.5 and 11 m/s). The mean strain rate of the corresponding tests and

the mass and density of corresponding wet specimens are reported in

Tables 3a and 3b. The mean strain rate of the dynamic tests is

arbitrarily defined as the average value (with time) of the strain rate

along the part of the curve following the peak of the strain-rate

(cf. Figs. 9c and 10c).

3.1. Typical experimental data

3.1.1. Data from strain gauges

An illustration of experimental data is displayed in Fig. 7: the hoop

strains recorded by gauges G1 to G6 are shown for the test performed

on a wet specimen loaded by a striker with the speed of 11 m/s. Hoop

strains at the middle of the cell (G1 and G2: z=0) are, as expected,

greater than those of the lateral gauges (G3 to G6). This is in good

agreement with the results of the numerical simulation given in

Section 2. Moreover, as explained in Section 2, the dissymmetry of the

internal pressure can be deduced from the hoop strains recorded by

the gauges located near the edges of the ring (Eq. (2)). The maximum

gap with the central position was found around 0.8 mm. Now the

recorded strains (Fig. 7) can be processed in order to obtain the

averaged deviatoric stress (6), the hydrostatic pressure (7), and the

volumetric strain (8).

3.1.2. Stresses and strains reached during one QOC test

The evolution of stresses and strains is shown for test V11aWET in

Fig. 8. When the maximum load is reached (axial stress equal to

Table 2

Different loading configurations used in the numerical simulations.

h (mm) 40 40 40 38 38 38 38 36 36 36 36 34 34 34 34

δz (mm) 0 1 2 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

εaxial (%) 0 0 0 −5 −5 −5 −5 −10 −10 −10 −10 −15 −15 −15 −15

zinf (mm) −20 −19 −18 −19 −18 −17 −16 −18 −17 −16 −15 −17 −16 −15 −14

zsup (mm) 20 21 22 19 20 21 22 18 19 20 21 17 18 19 20
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−1100 MPa), the hydrostatic pressure is equal to 1000 MPa. It is also

observed that the lateral pressure applied by the specimen on the ring

(Eq. (3)) is quite similar, in shape and in amplitude, to the axial stress.

Consequently, the deviatoric stress is almost constant during the test

(in between 160 MPa and 180 MPa). The evolution of the strains is

plotted on the right-hand side of Fig. 8. The axial strain reached−11%

Fig. 4. Numerical simulation of an elastic cell loaded by an internal pressure of 1 GPa (upper part: Mises criterion, lower part: hoop strain contours).

Fig. 5. External hoop strains for an internal pressure of 1 GPa versus δz (mm) considering four heights of applied pressure (40, 38, 36 and 34 mm).
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at the end of the test. The radial strain did not exceed 0.73% so that the

test may be considered as a “quasi-oedometric” test.

3.2. Results for dried specimens

The results of four dynamic tests performed on dry specimens are

shown in Fig. 9. Themean strain rate of each test is given in Table 3a. It

naturally increases with the striker velocity (mean strain rate of 90/s

and 147/s with a velocity of the striker of 6 and 11 m/s respectively).

The evolution of the hydrostatic pressure versus the volumetric strain

is plotted in Fig. 9a. An almost constant bulk modulus about 6 GPa is

observed in the range of hydrostatic pressure from 100 to 650 MPa for

all the dynamic tests. Moreover, an important increase of the strength

is observed in Fig. 9b (evolution of deviatoric stress versus hydrostatic

pressure). The maximum strength reaches 600 MPa under 650 MPa of

hydrostatic pressure. Finally, no significant strain rate effect is

observed on both deviatoric and hydrostatic dynamic behaviours for

dry specimens.

3.3. Results for saturated specimens

Dynamic tests have been performed on saturated specimens with

similar striker velocities (6 m/s, 8.5 m/s and 11 m/s). The mean strain

rates obtained (Table 3b) are very close to that obtained with dried

specimens (in the range of 93/s to 146/s), as shown in Fig. 10. Unlike

for dried specimens, the hydrostatic behaviour appears to be not

linear and the bulk modulus (i.e. the slope of the curve) is increasing

with the pressure level. Moreover a saturation of the strength in

between 150 MPa and 240 MPa is observed. Again, no significant

effect of the strain rate is observed on both deviatoric and hydrostatic

dynamic behaviours.

3.4. Comparison of the dynamic behaviour of dried and saturated

concretes

The deviatoric and hydrostatic behaviours of two dried and two

saturated specimens are plotted in Fig. 11 showing important

differences. These differences have obviously to be related to the

presence of free water. In particular, for a given pressure, the level of

compaction is clearly greater for dried specimens. Moreover, above a

pressure of 200 MPa, the evolution of the strength is quasi linear in

the case of dried specimens and almost constant in that of saturated

ones. Quasi-static tests will provide explanations regarding the

possible role of free water.

4. Quasi-static QOC tests

4.1. Dried concrete, comparison between quasi-static and dynamic tests

A quasi-static test has been performed on a dried specimen with a

constant strain rate of 0.00011/s. The hydrostatic and deviatoric

behaviours are compared with dynamic results in Fig. 12. Although

the loading rates differ considerably, the results are very similar, as no

significant gap is observed between the two kinds of test.

4.2. Saturated concrete, comparison quasi-static/dynamic tests

Four saturated specimens have been subjected to a quasi-static

loading at different loading rates (Table 3b). The specimens are

named “55 s”, “22 mn”, “2 h”, “24 h” by reference to the total duration

of the test. These tests allow evaluating the sensitivity of the

behaviour of saturated concrete to the strain rate over a large range

of quasi-static strain rate (from of 1.9e−3 to 1.5e−6 per second). The

results are plotted in Fig. 13. It is noticed that the hydrostatic

behaviour found in the three slower tests (“22 mn”, “2 h”, and “24 h”)

Fig. 6. Comparison between data from numerical simulations and Eq. (3).

Table 3a

Mean strain rate of tests on dry specimens and material data.

Test reference Mean strain

rate (1/s)

Wet mass

(g)

Wet density

(g/cm3)

Dry mass

(g)

Loss in

mass (%)

V6 DRY 90 59.3 2.27 55.68 6.10

V8.5a DRY 114 59.52 2.29 56.06 5.81

V8.5b DRY 120 59.44 2.27 55.88 5.99

V11 DRY 147 59.40 2.27 55.70 6.23

QS DRY — 20mn 1.1e−4 57.65 2.21 53.90 6.50

Table 3b

Mean strain rate of tests on wet specimens and material data.

Test reference Mean strain rate (1/s) Mass (g) Density (g/cm3)

V6 WET 93 58.30 2.23

V8.5 WET 120 59.76 2.28

V11a WET 140 59.88 2.29

V11b WET 146 60.63 2.29

QS WET — 55 s 1.9e−3 60.20 2.305

QS WET — 22mn 1.1e−4 59.15 2.27

QS WET — 2 h 1.7e−5 59.62 2.29

QS WET — 24 h 1.5e−6 59.10 2.26

Fig. 7. Experimental data measured in a dynamic test (V11a WET).
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differ with that of the faster test (“55 s”). Moreover, a saturation of the

strength is observed in the case of the faster test (“55 s”) whereas a

continuous increase of the strength is seen at lower loading rates

(tests: “22 mn”, “2 h”, and “24 h”). Explanations are proposed below.

4.3. Influence of free water on the deviatoric and the hydrostatic

behaviours

In order to improve the understanding of the role played by free

water, the previous results (quasi-static tests, saturated specimens)

are compared in Fig. 13 with that of a dynamic test (V11a WET) and

that of the quasi-static test done with a dried specimen. Test “55 s”

shows an evolution of the hydrostatic behaviour quite close to that of

the dynamic curve “V11a WET”. On the other hand, tests “22 mn”,

“2 h”, and “24 h” show results, at the beginning (up to 8% strain)

similar to those of the “QS DRY” experiment, and at the end (around

14% strain) in between those of “V11a WET” and “QS DRY”. A similar

trend is observed for the deviatoric behaviour. The faster QS WET test

(“55 s”) leads to a saturation of the strength similar to that observed

in the case of dynamic tests with saturated specimens. When the

loading rate decreases, the deviatoric behaviour of the tests “22 mn”,

“2 h”, and “24 h” appears to converge towards the behaviour obtained

with dried specimens (for both quasi-static and dynamic loadings).

Finally, we observe that the behaviour of saturated specimens is

progressively twisted from the one of “dynamic-wet” tests to the one

of “QS and dynamic-dry tests” when the loading rate gradually

decreases.

During quasi-static tests performed on saturated specimens, a

phenomenon occurs that was neither observed in dynamic tests: an

expulsion of water occurs from the gap between the plugs and the cell

at both specimen sides. This phenomenon was particularly visible in

slow quasi-static tests (“22 mn”, “2 h”, and “24 h”). It is concluded

that, likely due to the high level of water-pressure, drainage is thought

to occur in slow quasi-static tests. As the behaviour of wet specimens

tends progressively toward that of dry specimens, one may think that

there is no “chemical effect” of the free water but that its influence is

mostly a question of water-pressure inside the specimen. To confirm

this hypothesis, the approximate characteristic time of drainage was

computed according to the Terzaghi theory. If one considers a porous

saturated material subjected to an oedometric loading (uniaxial

strain) and assuming the perfect tightness boundary condition on the

lateral surface and a perfect drainage boundary condition on the faces

of the specimen, an analytical solution can be written (Eq. (9)) [19].

tdrainage =
γwTvH

2

4kEoedometric

ð9Þ

whereH is the height of specimens (H=40 mm), k is the permeability

coefficient of Darcy law, γw is the volume–weight of water

(γw=9810 N/m3), Eoedometric corresponds to the apparent elastic

modulus of the skeleton in uniaxial strain (about 7 GPa according toQS

DRY test) and Tv is an adimensionnal time (Tv equal 0.2 and 0.85 for

respectively a drainage of 50% and 90%). The permeability coefficient

of a conventional concrete was measured by SEM [28]. Two tests

indicated permeability coefficients of 9e−13 and 1.4e−12 m/s, to be

compared to the value of water permeability (about 1e−12 m/s)

reported by Skoczylas et al. [29] in a mortar with a water by cement

ratio equal to 0.5. Considering an average value of 11.5e−13 m/s, the

times corresponding to 50% and 90% of drainage found for our

specimen dimensions are of 97 s and 414 s (≈7 min) respectively.

These characteristic times are coherent with our hypothesis of the role

of the water-pressure, as different behaviours were observed between

saturated fast test (“55 s”) and slow tests (“22 mn”, “2 h”, and “24 h”).

This calculation confirms that water-pressure has probably a major

influence on the confined strength and compaction law of concrete

subjected to fast or dynamic loadings.

5. Discussion of the results with literature

An important feature of this work is the major role played by free

water on the dynamic and static strength of concrete under confined

compression— i.e. a saturation of strength for undrainedwet concrete

and a continuous increase of strength with dried or perfectly-drained

specimens. This result may highlight the difference of behaviours

previously obtained under triaxial tests [6] and quasi-oedometric

Fig. 8. Evolution of stresses (left) and strains (right) in a saturated specimen (V11a WET).
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tests [11] with a similar microconcrete. On the one hand, triaxial tests

performed by [6] under hydrostatic pressures up to 1 GPa showed a

saturation of strength around 500 MPa (Fig. 14). These tests were

performed with wet specimens embedded in a multilayered water-

tight membrane. Thus, the specimen might be considered as partially

not-drained during the test. On the other hand, quasi-oedometric

tests [11] were performed with specimens that were dried at an

ambient temperature during several months. During these tests, the

strength reached 1 GPa with a slope (stress difference/mean stress)

close to one. A similar increase of the strength is observed in our work

with dried specimens (Figs. 9, 14). Fig. 14 shows also a comparison of

compaction curves obtained in [11] and in the present work with

dried specimen. The curves are very close to each other. The

compaction curve obtained under a purely hydrostatic compression

by Buzaud [6] appears to be higher than that of dried and saturated

specimens. This confirms a possible influence of the loading path on

the compaction behaviour (i.e. an increase of compaction process

with the level of deviatoric stress, as mentioned in Section 1 [12].)

Influence of drainage conditions on the confined strength of

concrete has been highlighted in previous studies under quasi-static

loading. Heukamp et al. [16,17] observed no strength enhancement

with pressure in undrained experiments applied to leached cement

Fig. 9. Results of four dynamic tests performed on dried specimens (upper part, left: a; upper part, right: b; lower part: c).
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paste and mortar, as a strength increase with pressure was observed

in drained experiments. This result was attributed to the pore

pressure that “reduces the effective confinement stress of the

skeleton”. More recently [31,32], tests were performed on “real”

concrete specimens by means of static triaxial non-drained tests

with pressure levels as high as those of the present study (about

800 MPa). The tests were performed with dried specimens and

partially or completely saturated specimens. With fully saturated

concrete, like for our wet-dynamic tests, a strength threshold about

200 MPa was observed whatever the pressure level reached. It is

also interesting to note, in the same reported results, that the

strength of wet concretes with different saturation ratios are

located at intermediate levels between the dry and the fully

saturated ones. We observed a similar behaviour in our quasi-static

confined tests where the varying parameter is the drainage time

instead of the saturation ratio. This confirms the likely effect of pore

pressure.

A more detailed analysis of the fast quasi-static (“55 s”) test may

be then given in the frame work of the Biot–Coussy theory of

poromechanics. The total pressure P
_
hydrostatic
S may be expressed as a

Fig. 10. Results of four dynamic tests performed on wet specimens (upper part, left: a; upper part, right: b; lower part: c).
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function of the volumetric strain ε
_
volumetric
S and the pore pressure

p [7]:

P̄
S
hydrostatic = −K0 ε̄

S
volumetric + bp ð10Þ

where K0 and b denote the drained bulk modulus and the Biot

coefficient, respectively. K0 is evaluated from the quasi-static dry test

(K0=4.53 GPa) considering the range of volumetric strain involved

in “55 s” test (0 to –0.09). The effective deviatoric stress (σ
_
deviatoric
S )eff

may be plotted as function of the effective pressure (P
_
hydrostatic
S )eff

considering that

P̄S
hydrostatic

� �

eff
= −K0 ε̄

S
volumetric

σ̄
S
deviatoric

� �

eff
= σ̄

S
deviatoric

:

8

>

<

>

:

ð11Þ

When considering effective stresses (Fig. 15), results of fast

saturated test are similar to those of slow saturated tests in which

the pore pressure is certainly much weaker according to the analysis

involving Eq. (9). It would be worth validating this approach by pore

Fig. 11. Comparison of two dynamic tests performed on dried and wet specimens (upper part, left: a; upper part, right: b; lower part: c).
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pressure measurement, but it confirms that the decrease of the

strength in fast loadings might be explained, at least in part, by a

reduction of the effective confining pressure applied to the skeleton

[16]. However, the level of deviatoric strength observed in dynamic

saturated tests (less than 200 MPa) is not properly explained through

this approach. A complementary analysis might led to highlight the

influence of pore pressure on the shear strength of the skeleton.

6. Conclusion

This experimental study has explored the effect of the presence of free

water in concrete material, in the case of quasi-static and dynamic quasi-

oedometric compression tests. The dynamic tests performed under

average strain rates (90 s−1 till 150 s−1) exhibited an important

dissimilarity between dried and saturated specimens concerning both

deviatoric and hydrostatic behaviours. A constant bulk modulus is

observed for dried concretes whereas the corresponding hydrostatic

behaviourof saturated specimens isnon-linear.Moreover, dried concretes

show a strong increase of the strength whereas water-saturated speci-

mens exhibit an almost-perfect saturation of the strength. Thequasi-static

results highlighted the reason of this dissimilarity. On the one hand, no

strain rate effect is observed for dried specimens On the other hand the

behaviour of saturated specimens gradually tends to that of dried

specimenswhenthe loading ratedecreases, as confirmedby theexpulsion

of water during quasi-static tests. The present experimental study shows

that, partly by reducing the level of effective pressure applied to the

skeleton, thepore pressure inside the concrete strongly influences the fast

quasi-static and dynamic confined behaviour of concrete.

Fig. 12. Quasi-static and dynamic tests performed on dried specimens.

Fig. 13. Quasi-static and dynamic tests performed on five saturated specimens and one dried specimen.
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Appendix A

The waves are first shifted to bar ends, taking account of wave

dispersion. Using a transient calculation with real specimen dimen-

sions (area, length and density) and the known characteristics of the

plugs, a 1-D elastic calculation with a chosen Young's modulus for

concrete using the (shifted) incident wave as input data build the

reflected and the transmitted wave as they would be produced by an

elastic specimen. This calculation is “instantaneous”. The “best”

Young's modulus is then chosen (by hand) to find the best match in

shape between simulated waves and the beginning of (shifted) real

ones. A more precise shift is then obtained by superposing the real

curves with the simulated ones. This shift is very small (a few

microseconds) and has no influence on the dispersion effects. This

procedure is automatically available in the software used for SHPB

processing [14].
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